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"A POWERFUL WORK OF ART."--Paul Koniecki, Reject Convention            
                                                   
From Post-Beat Generation writer Annette Davol: a scorching Louisiana music-mystery about the
extraordinary Court Barrineau, who gave birth to an enchanted guitar and the swamp rock sound that could
save the world.

When Barrineau dies for the second time, his protégé--down-and-out guitar ace Nicky Tree--has the shadow
of a big double X looming on his back. Friends are dropping like flies, a hurricane's brewing, and he can't
shake an underage stripper known as Angel Love out of his hair or his bed. Finding C.B.'s hexed guitar
might quell the storm and give Nicky's band a hit record, but to make it happen he's got to kidnap vintage
swamp rock on an electric highway across South Louisiana and cook up a "spell blues." In a heart-thumping
scavenger hunt across Louisiana and Texas, Tree and Love match wits with a faceless dark force that seems
to unhinge the powers of death, dharma and rock 'n' roll. Unless Tree and Love can piece the musical spell
blues together, the state of Louisiana--and an explosive sacred revelation--will be lost forever.

Featuring guest appearances by renowned Louisiana musicians (including Grammy winners Dr. John and
Steve Riley, and Louisiana Blues Hall of Famer Lil Buck Sinegal), SPELL BLUES heralds the arrival of
a new breed of dark, comedic fable--hijacking you like a runaway swamp rock train right up to the stunning
end.
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From reader reviews:

Jamie Brewer:

The publication untitled Spell Blues is the book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to an individual. The language that author use to
explained their ideas are easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of exploration when write the
book, and so the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the
e-book of Spell Blues from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Sheila Lefevre:

The book Spell Blues has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
help. The book was published by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research prior to
write this book. This particular book very easy to read you may get the point easily after perusing this book.

Beverly Hummell:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you actually, why because this Spell Blues book written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who all read the book.
Written in good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your own
personal hunger then you still doubt Spell Blues as good book not only by the cover but also by the content.
This is one e-book that can break don't ascertain book by its deal with, so do you still needing one more sixth
sense to pick this!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to another sixth sense.

Reta Zimmer:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you might have it in e-
book method, more simple and reachable. This Spell Blues can give you a lot of buddies because by you
investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting
person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information that
probably your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than different make you to be great folks. So , why
hesitate? Let us have Spell Blues.
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